structure is more simple and particular techniques may be used for their verification [9, 10] .
We are concerned with a slightly different problem, that is to debug programs that have already been written. If an iterative language has been used, these programs may contain loops and have a complex structure. Then, the debugging needs other methods. Henceforward, by Automatic Verification of Programs we understand the following problem: to establish whether a given program is .correct or not, and if not, to obtain enough elements of information so that the necessary rectifications can be made. It is a difficult task, especially since the grossest errors are sometimes the most difficult to find. The implementation of a correct algorithm, well appropriated to the problem that must be solved, often gives rise to an incorrect program. Using a good compiler, it is easy to eliminate the errors concerning the syntax of the programming language used. But often, the obtained program, though syntactically correct, still contains semantic errors. These alter the meaning of the program and prevent it from giving the expected results.
Various methods for automatic verification have been considered ( [6, 12, 16, 18, 23, 24, 33, 41] etc.). Some have a great theoretical interest but they often need very heavy proofs of theorems and thus are difficult to automate. So, few of these methods have been put into practice. Moreover, these methods are especially useful to prove the correctness of a program. If it is incorrect, they seldom give information about the nature of the errors. In this respect, the most interesting work, of which the main goal is to discover errors, is probably the system of Ruth [39] . But its performances are also limited, we shall see why later.
The goal of this paper is to present the LAURA system, that we have built up in order to pin-point the semantic errors, or at least to localize them. It has been tested with real programs written by student programmers on various subjects. It recognized those that were correct and expressed diagnostics of errors in the others.
In order to debug a program it is absolutely necessary to have information on what it is intended to achieve. This information is given to our system by means of an implementation of the algorithm to be used. This implementation is supposed to be correct and we call it the program model. The program that the system has to debug is an implementation of the same algorithm, syntactically correct, but which may contain semantic errors. The system will compare the two implementations.
In this context, the ability to apply program transformations, either systematically or according to heuristics, is a determining factor. It makes it possible to recognize that a certain part of one program calculates the same functions as a certain part of the other. These parts then can be identified. If a total identification is possible, the student program must be declared correct. Otherwise, the errors are limited to the unidentified parts. The system may recognize an error, express a diagnostic and correct the errors by itself in order to carry on with identifications.
But let us point out that a difference may reveal an error or only a variation. The interpretation of differences is very difficult. It needs not only an exact knowledge of the problem the program has to solve but also a thorough knowledge of the field in which the problem has a meaning.
The LAURA system may determine that two programs calculate the same functions, which means that they will produce the same results with round-off errors (this is a particular form of equivalence). Thus our work also concerns the problem of automatic checking for the equivalence of two programs. It also makes obvious the great power of program transformations due to their application and especially their activation by an automatic system. This is only possible if the goal is clearly expressed. This is the case for LAURA since it considers debugging from the angle of a comparison between two programs, the model and the candidate.
What is useful for debugging?
This section attempts to abstract the ideas that led us in conceiving our system of debugging. Other possibilities are mentioned and discussed. The solutions selected by LAURA are explained.
Knowledge and debugging
We examine which knowledge a system may use in order to determine if a given program contains semantic errors.
A priori detection of errors
In some cases, it is possible to detect errors in a program without any knowledge of its intentions. These errors concern the dynamical logic of programs and are independent of the particular problem to be solved. For example, it is possible to recognize that one variable is used which is not always defined, or on the contrary to recognize that one definition of a variable is never used. Also, it is possible to discover that no instruction in a loop defines a new value for any variable used in an output test .... These kinds of errors were studied in FORaXAN programs by Flavigny [17] , who called them 'anomalies' and later in LISP programs by Wertz [43] who called them 'inconsistencies'. The methods that they used are not suitable if the system must find all the semantic errors in a program. Many are too tightly related to the task the program has to perform. The program may be free of 'anomalies' without performing the task at all.
If we hope that a system will be able to determine whether or not a program executes the expected work, and to discover each semantic error, it is absolutely necessary to give it a certain knowledge of the goal.
Yet, searching for a priori errors with simple and direct methods may be a first and efficient step when debugging programs. When it constructs the graph (see Section 1.2) and when it applies systematic transformations (see Section 2.1) LAURA can easily detect many errors of this kind.
Static description of the program's task
The description of the program's task may consist of sets of assertions. The final results expected from the program are expressed by means of one set of output assertions. One set of input assertions corresponds to the data properties. Then it must be proven that the program holds through from input assertions to output assertions. Floyd [18] , Naur [36] and Hoare [22] , were the first to consider and to formalize this method that has since been developed by many researchers. We shall no longer describe the methods of program verification that use assertions. They are now classic in Artificial Intelligence. We are only going to discuss the main objections that may be made to these methods and that have led us to try another approach.
(1) Firstly, it is very difficult to give complete sets of assertions that describe the problem entirely. Let us consider for example the problem: "find the greatest element of an array A of N numbers". In order to describe the goal to achieve, Waldinger and Levitt [41] propose the following set of output assertions:
They use this set in order to prove the correctness of their program. Yet, we can easily imagine programs that satisfy the same set of output assertions, even though the required task has not been performed at all. Such is the following program:
The suggested set of output assertions is thus insufficient. In addition, it is necessary to give assertions which state that each value in the initial array must still be in the final array, with the same number of occurrences .... This example of a very trivial problem illustrates how difficult it is to construct suitable sets of assertions to describe a program's task.
(2) Secondly, the methods based on assertions need many complex proofs to get invariants and to establish that a sequence holds through from one invariant to another.
In order to prove the correctness of the whole program, it must be cut into sections which are simple paths. At each extremity, it needs to have one set of internal assertions. In particular, invariants of loops are necessary. The formulation of invariants may be confided to the programmer. This would be paradoxical, because the formulation of suitable internal assertions quickly becomes a more difficult problem than writing a correct program. As for the automatic generation of invariants, several heuristic methods have been considered, for example by Katz and Manna [25] , but they are still far from being totally efficient. The principal difficulties are that the system must generate a reasonable number of candidate formulas, and that the proofs that they are really invariants are generally complicated.
It is the same thing in proving that the instructions of a simple path lead to the extremity assertions from the origin assertions. It is usual to find papers where a long and very laborious proof is given manually to establish the correctness of a small program. For instance, in a paper called "Program proving without tears" (?) Ashcroft [6] establishes the correctness of one program of ten instructions. The proof needs six steps and one of them is itself made of twenty four steps ....
It is doubtful that all these proofs can be automated, at least considering the actual power of formal calculus programs (MACSYMA [32] , REDUCE [21] ) and of automatic theorem provers [7, 8, 31, 37] . It would be all the more difficult since the system would be used to deal with real programs of medium size, for instance fifty instructions.
(3) Last but not least, the methods of program verification which are based on assertions are only used to determine whether the program is correct or incorrect. They give a boolean answer and if the program is incorrect, they do not make any constructive criticism to show what errors have been made. There is the same deficiency if the system does not succeed in proving the correctness of the program nor its incorrectness.
For all the reasons just put forward we think that assertions are not the most adequate and useful knowledge that a system must have in order to debug a program.
Dynamic description of the program's task
There is another way of giving the knowledge of the program's task to the system. Instead of describing what the program has to achieve one may give information about how it must proceed. In other terms one may give the system the algorithm needed to attain the goals rather than the goals themselves.
In order to give the algorithm, it is possible to use a specific language of algorithm description, such as the language 'lucid' used by Ashcroft [6] or the language used by Ruth [39] . The system of Ruth has to debug a student program which is written in a language without labels and appears as a list of actions. A Program Generation Model (PGM) is also given to the system, that also appears as a list of actions. From each action of the PGM, the system of Ruth may generate actions in the student program language, considering many possible syntactical choices. If the student program is derivable from the PGM it is assumed to be correct. Otherwise if an action cannot be derived, a diagnostic of error is made. In the system of Ruth, debugging is viewed from the angle of Program Synthesis.
We have selected another way to give the algorithm to the LAURA system: an implementation (in any classic iterative language) is given, which is assumed to be correct. From this program, the system constructs an internal representation of the corresponding calculus process (see Section 1.2). The representation of the calculus process implied by the student program is also constructed. So, LAURA considers debugging from the angle of the comparison of two calculus processes. Exact diagnostics can then be made in considering the non-recoverable differences.
The system of Ruth and the LAURA system have detected many errors in real programs. Both know the algorithm to be implemented and it is a determining factor to pin-point errors when the program is incorrect•
Representation and debugging
As we try to debug a program by comparing it with a program model, it is desirable to have a representation of programs, which is as independent as possible of the syntactic choices made by the programmers inside of the used programming language.
The ideal solution would be to get not a representation of a particular program but a representation of the calculus process that this program implies. Besides, it would be even more interesting to manipulate objects that would be totally independent of the language in which the program was given. It would only need to build a source-to-graph translator for each language.
In our system, a graph is built up from a program, which is a representation of the calculus process implied by the program. In the graph, the nodes represent the various operations of the calculus process (assignments, tests, inputs, outputs) and the arcs represent the flow-graph defined on these operations. All of these sequences are translated into the same graph (see Fig. 1 ).
The use of graphs has another advantage: it is easy to find the predecessors of one node. Then, following the graph bottom-up is as easy as following it top-down. This property allows non-linear strategies that would not be possible if using linear representations.
Moreover, it is very convenient in a graph to apply program transformations. In particular, many syntactical transformations which are distinct in a linear algebraic language correspond to one and the same transformation in the graph.
The difference of structure between the graphs used by LAURA and the linear languages, as for instance the language used by Ruth, implies a fundamental difference of strategy: --The system of Ruth uses a top-down analysis, matching two by two the actions of the PGM and of the student program (both are lists of actions). Then if it finds an important ('non-recoverable') difference, it does not deal any further with the rest of the student program. Firstly, this difference would perhaps be reducible using program transformations, but these are difficult to formalize and to activate in a linear language, especially since they are too numerous. So very few are used. Secondly, no information is obtained about the rest of the program. calculate the same functions. Considering the regions that are unidentified, it may have information enough to apply powerful transformations advisedly, in order to make new identifications. At the end, the system is in a position to try to make several diagnostics of errors if several regions remain unidentified.
Program transformations
The comparison of programs may only be a possible way of debugging if the system can apply transformations when the structures of the two considered programs are ditierent. In Section 1.2 we have explained why program transformations are easy to handle on a graph which represents a calculus process. The transformations that may be used in LAURA are divided into two groups: --The first ones are systematically applied to each graph in an attitude of standardization. These transformations may change the number of variables (some are added, some are removed). They may change the arithmetic expressions associated with nodes. They may change the structure of the graph. They may also correspond to a local analysis of the task that a subgraph makes, such as the resolution of induction equations (see Section 2.1). The object of these transformations is to increase the class of programs that a graph may represent. --The second ones are used as the two graphs are matched. They are only applied in a blocked situation, if it makes new identifications possible. It would be harmful to apply these transformations systematically, either because they can be indefinitely applied (node splitting) or because the opposite transformation can also be applied (permutation, crossing over tests). So they are only activated by LAURA if heuristic conditions described in the second section are satisfied.
Description of the LAURA system

One current example
All along the description of the LAURA system we are going to follow one particular example. In order to make the work of the system easy to understand, it is a simple example, which does not represent a boundary for the system possibilities.
The exercise proposed is: "A perfect number is a positive integer k which is equal to the sum of its divisors, 1 included and not k. Print out each perfect number less than or equal to 1000."
The programs given to the system are: 
StandArdization
In order to simplify the further matching it is natural to normalize each program. It is well-known that there is no canonical form for programs. Yet we can reduce the search space by increasing the resemblance between the two objects to be compared. The transformation itself of a program into a graph is a first and very important standardization. We have seen in Section 1.2 that the graph is a representation of the calculus process that a program implies.
Moreover, LAURA applies transformations to each graph in order to extend the standardization. Firstly, the arithmetic expressions are simplified using classic rewriting rules. Secondly, some transformations are systematically applied to each graph, which may change their structure.
Before describing the main ones, let us introduce three concepts: --a variable is defined when it appears in an input list, or in the left member of an assignment.
--a variable is used when it appears in an output list, in the right member of an assignment, in a test, or as an array index.
--a fuseau is a quasi-strongly connected graph which has only one entry node and only one exit node [3] .
Variable separation
When a variable X is defined at several places in the program, it is sometimes possible to determine that no use of one particular definition can be a use of another one. In this case, the system generates a new name for this definition and for all its uses.
Example.
READ X
It is more difficult to establish such a condition when the variable is an array. In LAURA, arrays are never separated.
Composition
In order to remove intermediate variables (whose presence in only one program makes the matching more difficult) and to make calculus functions show up in each program, LAURA uses the following transformation called 'composition': --Let D be a definition of X: X = Exp, such as there is no occurrence of X in Exp.
--Let U be a node in which X is used.
If it is impossible that the value of X used in U comes from a definition of X other than D, and if no variables used in Exp are redefined between D and U, the system changes X into Exp for every occurrence of X in U.
In Fig. 2 , compositions are applied in two different subgraphs. They make the well-known formulas of second-order equations show up and increase the similarity of the two subgraphs. After normalization of the arithmetic expressions, the last difference will be removed by making U = -B/2A cross over the test in the second subgraph and by suppressing it in the branches in which U is no longer used.
Let us note that, when a variable is an array, we must be careful of the values of the indexes before applying compositions.
Example.
A(1) = fl(...)
(1)
It is possible to apply a composition in (2) which becomes:
and in (4) which becomes:
But, in (5), it is only possible to compose A(J) because the value of A(1) is [1('" ") if J~ 1 and f2('" ") if J = 1. Thus (5) becomes: Z = a(1)+ f2('' "). 
Induction equations
The 
Comparison with Program Optimization
The transformations that LAURA systematically applies on a program are often the opposite of those to be applied in order to optimize it: our standardization eliminates most of the gains in memory space or in running time that the programmer had designed. The separation of variables introduces new memory space, the composition often implies repetitions of calculations and the separation of independent calculus increases the number of loops. Also, the solving of induction equations may completely destroy a subtle, efficient algorithm (such as H6rner's method in a polynomial calculation). This opposition between the classic optimizations and our standardization is quite natural. Our purpose is the further matching of two graphs and it is interesting to get rid of particular subtleties. 
First step--first level of nmtching
In the beginning the system tries to show that the two graphs represent two calculus processes of the same functions. It tries to bind the variables, the nodes and the arcs. For this it uses one list of hypothesis and one list of pairs of nodes, called the 'working list'.
The hypothesis list
A hypothesis is made if there is a good chance of identifying a certain node s of the model graph with a certain node t of the student graph. Each hypothesis is numerically evaluated using a classic evaluation function that looks for the different characteristics of the two nodes: same connectives, same constants, already identified variables, equal number of free variables, etc. In this way, a number P(s, t) is associated with each hypothesis H(s, t) and is called its 'plausibility'. In the beginning, for each node of the model graph, plausibilities are evaluated for each node of the student graph which has the same nature. The four best ones are stored and the four corresponding hypothesis are put in the list. Each time the system identifies two variables, all the plausibilities of the hypothesis of the list are reevaluated. When it identifies two nodes the list of hypothesis is also updated. Furthermore, the fact that s and t are found to be immediate successors (or predecessors) of two identified nodes generates a new hypothesis H(s, t) or, if it already exists, increases its plausibility.
The hypothesis and their plausibilities are used by the system to match the good pairs of nodes as soon as possible.
Matching of two nodes
The LAURA system often has to match one node s of the model graph and one node t of the student graph. These nodes must have the same nature (for example two assignments) since the system matches them hoping to identify them. If it is not possible, the matching may still give useful information.
When matching two nodes, the most difficult parts to compare are the arithmetic expressions. To make it easier, all the arithmetic expressions are normalized when the system builds the graphs: rewriting rules are applied, sums and products are reduced and one order is defined between their terms. and it is obvious that the comparison will be easier.
In order to match two arithmetic expressions, LAURA follows the two lists in parallel. If it finds the same connective, the same constant or two variables already identified with each other, it goes on. If a difference is met, it tries to apply a transformation rule (for instance a rule of distributiveness). If it fails, it generates one condition and starts again in matching the rest of the lists.
Finally the system returns either success or the list of the conditions that should be accepted to identify the nodes. It may also return failure if it has found a too complex condition.
The degree of complexity that the system accepts for a condition depends on the step. In the first step, when it tries to establish the equivalence of the two graphs, it only accepts one (and only one) condition X,~, Y, where X and Y are free variables of GM and GE respectively. We shall see later, in Section 2.4 that more complex conditions may be considered in the second step.
Let us give now some examples of conditional successes at the first step:
Examples.
V=I-SinX and V'=I-SinX':
success at the first step (iX" and X', V and V' are already identified with each other). The matching of s and t may produce the identification of these two nodes. Also, it may lead in the first step to the identification of two variables X and Y, if the condition X,~,Y is accepted. In this case, all the plausibilities are recalculated to take in account this identification.
The working list
The system also uses a 'working list' that always contains the pairs (s, t) of identified nodes, for which at least one arc of extremity s (or t) is unidentified. Then the system can consider at each moment a pair (s, t) of the working list and try to identify two connected subgraphs around s and t respectively. For this, it matches two by two their immediate successors and predecessors. If a new pair of nodes is so identified, it matches the immediate successors and predecessors of these nodes, and so on.
When the exploration around a pair of the working list is finished, this pair either has vanished out of the list, or has received a mark. The system will start 3 (s,t) -a has only one son, b.
-the subgraph H has a structure of fuseau (see Section 2. I. 3) and a is its output node.
-s is permutable with all the other nodes of H (we assume that two nodes are permutable if the varlable defined In one is neither used, ~or redefined in the other and if no variable is used in both nodes).
Transformation in G M : 
Second step--diagnostics of errors
In the first step the goal of the LAURA system was to identify the two graphs entirely in order to conclude that the student program was correct. If this total identification was not possible, the system strives to reach another goal: to express diagnostics of errors. As a matter of fact, the goal of the system at the second step is to detect errors. So, if it only finds one difference between two nodes such as a difference of variable, of constant, or operator .... the system assumes it has probably located one error. Then it identifies the two nodes despite the difference and as it put them in the working list, it will try to make new identifications.
Examples of conditional successes at the second step.
V=l-SinX
and V'=I-CosX':
conditional success at the second step (condition: failure at the first step, Cos ~ Sin). V = 1000 and failure at the first step, 10000~ 1000).
A(L J) = A(L K) + A(K, J)
V' = 10000: conditional success at the second step (condition:
(1) failure at the first step, conditional success at the second step (condition I'~K').
These new conditional successes, possible during the second step only, produce new identifications of nodes and, consequently, new explorations of the graphs. Of course when it makes a new identification, the system gives the user a warning: s and t have been identified despite a specified difference.
The difference may be of no importance (for example in (1), I' and K' may always have the same value). On the contrary it may reveal an error in the student implementation.
The main diagnostics the LAURA system can express are: --Error of variable ex: S=A(LJ) and S'=A'(I',K'). The conditions accepted in this second step determine whether or not th, system is able to make certain diagnostics. The more complex the condition may be, the more sophisticated diagnostics may be possible. But of course it i impossible to accept just any condition: if the differences between two node are too large, it is unlikely that a local error is made at this node. Mot probably, the two matched nodes are not corresponding steps of the two calculus processes. The conditions accepted by LAURA in the second step must correspond to differences that have a good chance of revealing a local mistake.
Examples of conditions not accepted.
V=I-SinX
and W'=I-SinY' (Wand Ynotfree)) failure V=I-SinX and V'=X'-CosX' / at both V=I-SinX and V'=3X'+2! steps.
When the second step is finished, it is possible that some subgraphs still remain unidentified. In this case these subgraphs are printed out by the system. In this way the user knows in which part of his implementation a doubt remains. If this part contains a semantic mistake, it has not been pointed out by the system but it has been localized, which is quite a big help in debugging.
The diagram of Fig. 13 shows the different steps of the LAURA system. Let us point out that when a difference is neglected, a new identification is made and the system starts again at the first step. 
Results
The current example
After the first step, the two graphs were those of Fig. 14 . During the second step, the system made the following actions: (1) When matching the nodes 1 and 101, it has accepted the condition 3<--)6. It has identified the nodes 1 and 101 and the arcs (1, 3) and (101,102) . It has printed out a warning to inform the student. Let us note that the first perfect number is 6. The LAURA system has corrected an awkwardness in the student program.
(2) When looking at the conditions on the arcs coming from the nodes 9 and
~,
4.~, IF (M/It#I~((-I)+M)
,,-;~,' ,,.,, : 108, it has printed out a message to indicate that these conditions do not correspond. The LAURA system has detected a serious error: the student program prints out the not-perfect numbers. (3) The nodes 8 and 14 in the model graph remain unidentified. The LAURA system has not been able to interpret this fact and has only printed a message. We discuss this point in the conclusion.
We give below the diagnostics printed out by the system: DIAGNOSTICS *** ATTENTION "** POUR IDENTIFIER LES INSTRUCTIONS 1 ET 101 **. ON A ADMIS L'EGuIVALENCE DE 6 ET 3 *** ERREUR POSSIBLE : VERIFIEZ LA VALEUR DE LA CTE OU DE LA VARIABLE QUE VOUS UTILISEZ *****************************
INSTRUCTION
8 OANS PROGRAMME 1 NON IDENTIRIEE The LAURA system has been tested with about a hundred programs written by students to solve eight different problems in various fields: --management (taxes calculation, Electric company invoices), --arithmetic (perfect numbers, Pascal's triangle), --numerical analysis methods (integration, equation roots), --sorting of an array A and N numbers (using a given algorithm: search for maximum and permutation). LAURA has been written in FORTRAN and has about 7000 instructions. On an IBM 370/168 computer, the results have been obtained in a few seconds for the shortest problems (e.g. the perfect numbers) and in about thirty seconds for the longest one (Newton's method).
INSTRUCTION I~ DANS PROGRAMME 1 NON IDENTIFIEE CONDITIONS DIFFERENTES SUP LES ARCS ISSUS DES INSTRUCTIONS 7 ET 106 CONDITIONS DIFFERENTES SUR LES ARCS ISSUS DES INSTRUCTIONS
The program models and the student programs are all written in ~ORTRAN as we have built only one source-to-graph translator. The students are programming apprentices but their programs have been compiled successfully before.
Many programs not only have superficial differences (names of variables, arithmetic expressions .... ) but also profound differences (structure, local algorithms .... ). Most of the programs that calculate the same functions as the program model have been recognized as 'equivalent' by the system. In many others, LAURA has found errors and has expressed exact, clear diagnostics. In some other cases, LAURA has not identified the whole student program. It has only marked off one part that contains a difference with the model but it has not been able to interpret this difference. It was generally sufficient to make the student able to realize by himself either that he had made an error or that he had used a variation without consequences. Thus the LAURA system may be a great help in debugging programs and in particular, an efficient tool for student programmers. It would be all the more useful since it could be used in an interactive, conversational way.
Given below are some examples of programs that LAURA has dealt with. For each example we present: --the subject of the exercise proposed to the students, --the program model and the student program, just as they are given to the system, --the two programs generated from the model graph and from the student graph when the comparison is finished, --the printed diagnostics.
Some comments are added to point out the main difficulties that were to be solved. When necessary, the consequences of detected errors or of noninterpreted differences are explained.
Example 1. Perfect numbers.
A perfect number is a positive integer k which is equal to the sum of its divisors, 1 included and not k. Print out each perfect number less than or equal to 1000. SECoEXECUTION TIME = 5.04 SEC.
(IBM 370-168)
In spite of many syntactical and structural differences, the LAURA system has determined that the student program is equivalent to the program model. These diagnostics show an awkward initialization of N and a mistake in the test of label 23: it is a serious error because some divisors will be added twice. Step 1. Starting with A(1), find the maximum and interchange it with A(1).
Step 2. Do the same starting with A(2), and so on until N -1. 114 STOP END END ***************************** DIAGNOSTICS *****************************
CONDITIONS DIFFERENTES SUR LES ARCS ISSUS DES INSTRUCTIONS 10 ET 109
***************************** COMPILE TIME: The system has printed out a warning. Yet, there is no error since J has always the same value as I when 110 is executed. We discuss this point in the conclusion. (FF(A*(B-A)*MIIN).(M]=I.,N-1.) 
)÷FF(A)*O.S÷FF(B)*O.S)*(B'A)I N~T)*N/(~)/(~GMA(FF(A~(B~A~M|~N)~(M~1~N-1~))+FF(A)~.~*FF(~)t~5)))16~18~18
18 STOP • *********************** DZAGNOSTICS *t, * ***** * **a....
T=(SIGMA(FF(A÷(D'A)*MIIN).(MZ=I.oN'I. ))*FF(A)*O'S+FF(B)*O'S)*(B'A)/N
*N•(•-A)•(SIGMA(FF(A•(•-A)*K••N)•(K•=1•••-1.))+FF(A)*•.••FF(•)*•••)•)11•°117°116
• ***at * .***. Let us note that the two programs used different initializations. The resolution of the induction equations and, after, the compositions have translated the two calculus processes into the same formula.
CONDITIONS DIFFERENTES SUR LES ARCS ZSSUS DES INSTRUCTIONS
Only one difference remains (. LT. instead of. LE. in the final test). It has no importance as trapezium method is an iterative method, but LAURA has not this knowledge. 
IF(ABS(((SORME+FF(B)*O.S+FF(A)*O.S)*(D'A)/K'U)/U)'EPS)IZO.IZO,1Z1
121 UI(SOHME÷FF(B)tO.S÷FF(A)tO.S)*(e'A)/K 122 KmK*2 GOTO 108 120 STOP END DIAGNOSTICS ***************************** INSTRUCTION 15 OANS PROGRAMME I NOI~ IDENTIFIEE INSTRUCTION 119 DANS PROGRAMME 2 NON IOENTIFIEE ***r****** *** * **'*****'t******* Example g. Newton's method. Let P(x)= atx" + a2x "-I+''' + a,+t be a polynomial which has n real, distinct roots. Let x0 be a value greater than the greatest root.
(1) Using Newton's method it is possible to calculate the greatest root (with a precision e): a series that converges towards r is built from the formula _/(x.) **************************** DIAGNOSTICS pROGRAMME CORRECT : IL ¢ALCULE LES MEME$ FONCTIOM$ QUE LE PROGRAMME DE REFERENCE **************************** COMPEL| TXME m To compute P(x) and P'(x) the student has added all the monomials instead of using Horner's method. The system has reduced this difference. The only difference that remains is about tests 25 and 125. To prove that it is not really an error, the system should know that the input value of N is greater than 1. Three times, the system has given a diagnostic of error a priori, when building the student graph.
First program: "The definition NR = -1 is never used". Then, the student realizes that after NR =-1, the instruction WRITE (06,300)NR,R 1 must be executed. So he changes the place of label 2. The consumption is divided in two sections by a certain limit. --For the amount consumed up to the limit a first tariff is applied. --For the rest a second cheaper tariff is applied.
Added to the sum thus obtained is the rent of the meter itself. On a first card, are punched the price of this rent, the two tariffs and the limiting amount.
For each consumer there is one card with his consumer number, his precedent meter reading and the actual one. Print out the consumer number, the part of the consumption rated at the first tariff, the part rated at the second and the total amount to be paid. ********************t***e****
N.B."
Further developments and conclusion
The main direction to improve the precision of the diagnostics given by our system is probably the addition of a theorem prover. We wanted to study what debugging was possible without using assertions methods and, consequently, we have not used any theorem prover. Yet the very strategy of the LAURA system makes it able to generate in a natural way conjectures that it would be very interesting to prove. As a matter of fact, LAURA makes only diagnostics of possible errors. It makes one as it detects a certain difference and the difference itself may produce a question. Let us consider the Example 5 in Section 2.5.1. After the matching, there remains only one difference between the model graph and the student graph: A(L I) = 1 in the model and A(L J)= 1 in the student graph. Then it is easy to generate the proposition: "Is the value of J always equal to the value of I at this node?". The proof that this conjecture is true may be obtained without more information than the student graph.
In some cases such as in this example, this method would make the system able to neglect differences that correspond to a variation without consequences (in its actual version LAURA prints out a useless warning). In other cases the conjecture could be proven false. Then the system would print out a diagnostic of undoubted error. As useful conjectures may be generated easily, a theorem prover would be an efficient tool to make our system interpret differences before giving diagnostics.
It must be pointed out that without any more information than the program model and the student program, some differences cannot be interpreted. It would need, besides the knowledge of the task the program has to perform, a great knowledge of the field in which this task has a meaning. For example, we have seen in Section 2.5.0 about the current example, that after matching, nodes 8 and 14 remain unidentified in the model graph (Fig. 14) .
This difference is very difficult to interpret. If an integer I divides the integer N, the quotient N/! is also a divisor of N. It is a well-known property in
Arithmetic and the authors of the programs have both used it. They only look for the divisors less than or equal to V~ and for each they add I and N/I at the same time. In the program model, it was thought that ~ may be an integer. If it is, for the value ~ of L only I must be added (otherwise would be added twice). That is why there is a particular branch coming from the exit test 7. In the student program such a branch does not exist: the sum of the divisors is then wrong if N is a square number!! Can we conclude that the student has made a mistake? Not necessarily. In fact, it depends on whether or not this difference changes the printed out results, that means whether or not there are square numbers less than 1000 which are also perfect numbers! .... By chance there is the following theorem in Arithmetic: "no integer can be both a square number and a perfect number". So we can now conclude that the student program will print out the same result as the model .... This example shows that the automatic interpretation of differences sometimes requires a thorough knowledge of the field in which the problem is formulated. Thus, according to automatic debugging, we must choose between two possibilities. The first one is to debug programs in various fields, leaving the user himself to make some difficult interpretations. In our system, this solution has been selected. The second one is to give a good knowledge of a specialized field and to debug programs in this field only.
In the latest perspective we meet one of the most important general problems in Artificial Intelligence at the present time: how to give a great deal of knowledge to a system and how to use it?
